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Who didn't play this game when they were a little human ?
Reminds me of my childhood :D
I like it !. Wish it woulda been better :\/. can hit FIX ..nothin hapens ...size of game is too small and cant make bigger. 9/10:
BYTEPATH takes the blasting fun of Asteroids, styles up the vector graphics with some glitchtastic visual options, and extends
the gameplay with an expansive amount of upgradable options. Can you escape the terminal?

Bytepath places the player in the role of an AI in a simulation that feels an awful lot like Asteroids. Your only means of escape
is the keys, but surviving long enough means building up your device with the right classes and passives to suit your play style.
Do you prefer surrounding yourself with shield projectiles? Using boost to get through? Focusing only on lightning and nothing
else? All of these options are feasible through the passive tree. While it isn't easy to figure out what every node in the passive
tree means at a glance, the letter and color convey a pretty good gist: red H is usually something about HP, orange A has some
specific attack focus, yellow S relates to SP points, and so on. While you can deselect modes, be careful to not commit
prematurely: you aren't refunded an SP if you deselect one after you commit to a build.

Classes provide a similar sort of customization to passives, though are generally more extreme and unrefundable once selected.
Things like Tank increase health and size but slow you down, Raider gives you more resource drops, Absorber prevents damage
at the cost of boost, with players being able to buy only a few classes from a set before needing to choose from completely new
ones.

The devices are another way to switch up your play style, though it's free to switch between them once unlocked. Thankfully,
you keep all the same classes and passive tree no matter what you switch to, though that also means you only really have one
build saved at a time. Still, the ability to respec the passive tree and the boost you get to your base points every time you
complete a cycle (finding all the keys and escaping), so there are plenty of ways to add variety to each replay.

Even with the cyberspace context, the game definitely plays like an updated Asteroids. Zipping around, destroying floating
debris and hostile ships can feel very zen when your build is working smoothly, but can turn hectic as the challenge level grows
and the screen fills up. As a result, BYTEPATH feels like a juiced up version of a retro arcade classic, and a pretty damn good
one at that.. Not worth it. Watch the trailer and this is probably all the gameplay you gonna get.. santa pug best pug. hurts my
eyes if i play it for more than 20 minutes
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Good game. Ends at level 66 but you won't know that because it doesn't tell you.
The kinda game you play when you're pretending to take notes in class.
For its price, worth it.. Decent on rails shooter. Bad voice acting , gun sounds, and very sterotypical "murica ftw plot and
characters" but the game itself it maybe worth the low asking price (5 usd) and definitely worth it during a discount or part of a
bundle if you are looking for a on rails shooter. Gravel is a fun arcade racer. I did not see any bugs or performance issues..
games sucks
on point of it and to much jump oing throw hoops
walk to this pull thing and door close be for you can get to it on map 2 22 door. If you like RPG Maker you will like this.
Question to the developers, can you please add the ability to put steam achievments in our game?. Good Game, I you like turn
based rpg games you might like this. Game started me off in an impossible position, with no move i can make.

I've played LOGistICAL OG game - liked it. Wanted the UK version, completed the Isle Of Mann tutorial and now I can't do
anything. What am I supposed to do with this game now. I actually really liked this game although these types of games aren't
usually my thing. I got pretty hooked and had to finish it before bed haha. It was entertaining and pretty funny, and you could
play the game at your pace since 'going to sleep' was how you moved forward in the game - it's up to you how long you stay
awake each day and all the stuff you do! The story line had a great plot twist, and although the 'fighting' was pretty basic,
(reminded me of a 'grown up' pokemon type thing) it was still good.

7.5\/10: I had fun, and I'd definitly play part 2 if there was one, and I'd happily reccomend it too. It was hard to figure out
exactly what to do sometimes and it got a bit boring when you were 'training' (getting xp and stuff), but overall good. :)
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